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The nature of dark matter
Observational evidence
indicates:

•
•
•

non-baryonic
neutral
virtually collisionless

Credit: NASA / WMAP Science Team

Additional assumptions for this talk:

•
•
•
•
J. Siegal-Gaskins

dark matter is a weakly-interacting massive particle (WIMP)
GeV - TeV mass scale
can pair annihilate or decay to produce standard model particles
accounts for the measured dark matter density
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The dark matter spatial distribution

Credit: Springel et al. (Virgo Consortium)
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Indirect dark matter signals
•

annihilation or decay of dark
matter can produce a variety of
potentially detectable Standard
Model particles

•

spectrum of annihilation (or decay)
products encodes info about
intrinsic particle properties

•

variation in the intensity of the
signal along different lines of sight is
determined exclusively by the
distribution of dark matter
Credit: Sky & Telescope / Gregg Dinderman
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Indirect dark matter signals
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ctic center, in terms of DM annihilation. The disor decay
of dark
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direction
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potentially detectable Standard
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Cesarini et(or
al.decay)
2004;
of annihilation
o et al. 2004).products
However,encodes
it was subsequently
info about realintrinsic
particle
the EGRET source
could
have properties
been slightly offset
pect to the position of Sgr A*, a circumstance clearly
variation in
the intensity
of the
with a DM interpretation
(Hooper
and Dingus
2004).
signal along
different
lines
sight is
ntly the gamma-ray
telescope
HESS
hasofdetected
determined exclusively by the!
nergy source, spatially coincident within 1 with
distribution of dark matter
Aharonian et al. 2004) and with a spectrum extende 20 TeV. Although the spatial coincidence is much
Bertone 2007
isfactory than in the case of the EGRET source, the
Fig. 1 The problem with indirect searches: the lack of constraints on
origin of the signal is hard to defend, since the imthe mass scale, the profile and the leading annihilation channel, leads
to uncertainties on the energy scale and on the spectrum normalization
ass scale of the DM particle (well above 20 TeV,
and shape respectively
nsistent with the observed spectrum) appears to be
to reconcile with the properties of commonly studidates, and the fact that the spectrum is a power-law,
look for clear smoking-gun of DM annihilation, and study
ntsJ. Siegal-Gaskins
towards a standard astrophysical source (seeIdentification
e.g. of theoretical
Dark Matter, Chicago,scenarios
July 24, 2012
with unambiguous signatures that can

•
•
•
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Dark matter photon spectra

•

•

1.0000

soft channels produce
a continuum gammaray spectrum
primarily from decay
of neutral pions
internal
bremsstrahlung
radiation from
charged lepton final
states (much harder)
direct annihilation to
photons, line emission
(γγ, Zγ)
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Spectra calculated with PPPC 4 DM ID [Cirelli et al. 2010]

J. Siegal-Gaskins
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The Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT)
•

pair-production detector:
detects charged particles as
well as gamma rays

•

excellent charged particle
event identification and
background rejection

•
•

20 MeV to > 300 GeV

•

uniform sky exposure of ~
30 mins every 3 hrs

angular resolution ~ 0.1 deg
above 10 GeV

Credit: NASA/General Dynamics

J. Siegal-Gaskins
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Fermi LAT dark matter search targets

-14
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-7
Log10( Intensity / K [1030 cm-2 s-1 sr-1] )

Gamma rays from dark matter annihilation

Image credit: JSG 2008
J. Siegal-Gaskins
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Fermi LAT dark matter search targets
The Milky Way
halo

The inner galaxy

Unassociated sources
(subhalos?)

Galaxy
clusters

Dwarf
galaxies

The Sun
Cosmic-ray
electrons and
positrons
J. Siegal-Gaskins
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Gamma rays from dark matter annihilation

The isotropic gamma-ray
background
Identification of Dark Matter, Chicago, July 24, 2012

Spectral
lines
Anisotropies
Image credit: JSG 2008
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The Fermi LAT gamma-ray sky
3-year all-sky map, E > 1 GeV
The inner galaxy
The Milky Way
Unassociated sources
halo
(subhalos?)

Galaxy
clusters

Dwarf
galaxies

The Sun
Cosmic-ray
electrons and
positrons
J. Siegal-Gaskins

Spectral
lines
Image Credit: NASA/DOE/International LAT Team

The isotropic gamma-ray
background
Identification of Dark Matter, Chicago, July 24, 2012

Anisotropies
Image credit: JSG 2008
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The expected counts from DM, (nDM) are compared with the observed counts
(ndata) and the upper limits at 3(5) sigmas is set from the requirement:
nDM - 3(5) √nDM testing
> ndata,the LAT diffuse data for a contribution from a
in at least one energy bin.
Milky Way DM annihilation/decay signal

Constraints from the Milky Way halo
»b» < 15°, »b» > 5°, »l» < 80°

DM annihilation signal
p0
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PRELIMINARY
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•
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data set: 24 months, p7 clean event selection (front+back) in the 1-100 GeV energy range
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ROI: 5° <|b|<15° and |l|<80°, chosen to:

•
•

E 2F @MeV cm-1s -1sr-1D
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0.005

p0
ICS

cc ô m+ mm c = 250 GeV

minimize DM profile uncertainty (highest0.001
in the Galactic Center region)<sv> = 4 10-25cm3s-1
5 ¥ 10-4

limit astrophysical uncertainty by masking out the Galactic plane and cutting-out highlatitude emission from the Fermi lobes and Loop I

(see Gabrijela Zaharijas’ talk
this afternoon!)
J. Siegal-Gaskins
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5 ¥ 10-5
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DM ICS

DM FSR
see also: Malyshev,
Bovy, & Cholis, PRD 84
(2011) 023013
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Constraints from the halo: bb channel
Annihilation

•

blue = “no-background
limits”

•

black = limits obtained by
marginalization over the
CR source distribution,
diffusive halo height and
electron injection index,
gas to dust ratio, and in
which CR sources are
held to zero in the inner 3
kpc

•

limits with NFW density
profile (not shown) are
only slightly stronger

PRELIMINARY

M. Ackermann et al. [Fermi LAT Collaboration],
submitted
J. Siegal-Gaskins
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A 130 GeV line from dark matter?
One region-of-interest for
Weniger’s line search

•
•

Weniger 2012

Bringmann et al. find weak
indication of a feature consistent
with IB emission from DM
annihilation
Weniger claims a tentative
gamma-ray line

(see also Christoph Weniger’s
talk this afternoon!)

J. Siegal-Gaskins

Spectrum of ROI with
power-law and power-law+line fits

Weniger 2012
see also: Bringmann, Huang, Ibarra, Vogl, Weniger, arXiv:
1203.1312; Weniger, arXiv:1204.2797; Tempel, Hektor,
Raidal, arXiv:1205.1045; Boyarsky, Malyshev, Ruchayskiy,
arXiv:1205.4700; Geringer-Sameth & Koushiappas, arXiv:
1206.0796; Su & Finkbeiner, arXiv:1206.1616, Aharonian,
Khangulyan, Malyshev, arXiv:1207.0458 ...
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A 130 GeV line from dark matter?
Many studies find similar
line-like features

•

Su & Finkbeiner 2012
localize the feature to a
region offset from the GC

•

Could a break in the
spectrum of the Fermi
bubbles be mistaken for a
line? (Profumo & Linden
2012)

•
•

Non-DM astrophysical
sources of lines? (Aharonian
et al 2012)

Schematic demonstration of how a broken power
law could lead to a spurious detection of a line
Spectral Energy Distribution

•

γ’s from Fermi bubbles
γ’s from outside the bubbles
Spurious line

Energy

Profumo & Linden 2012

Many unresolved questions
Figure 4.
A schematic picture of why it is likely that a broken power-law spectrum from
alsoline
Alex
Geringera spurious
if a bright,
featureless power-law background fr
remain: stay tuned! Fermi bubbles region appear as(see

Sameth’s talk on Thursday!)

ROI portions outside the Fermi bubbles is added.

J. Siegal-Gaskins

extragalacticIdentification
background
andChicago,
point
sources
(Region 2), leads to “watering down” the11Fe
of Dark Matter,
July 24,
2012

Search for spectral lines
LAT energy response to 100 GeV line
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line dataset binned in 1.5 ⇥ 1.5 spatial bins, plotted in galactic coordinates using

Aito↵ projection. Photons with energy from 4.8 to 264 GeV are included. The white

•
•
•

FIG.
3. Energy
dispersion
the 100
GeV (𝛄𝛄
MC spectral
line.
The unbinned maxim
search
line emission
fromof dark
matter
annihilation
decay
and Z𝛄
channels)
rom the Galactic
plane for
correspond
to the locations
1FGL
point
sources
and have for or

best
fit for
d here. The area in white along the Galactic plane is excluded
from
thisG(x)
ROI.is shown with its component Gaussian functions. The 68% and 95

exclude Galactic plane and 1FGL windows
sources
are given by the solid and dashed vertical lines, respectively, and are based

assume
oton Selection

2 /dof

and p-value for the binned data are included in the figure. The fit of G(x) t

power-law background (spectral index free to vary) in each energy window
is cut o↵ at |x| > 0.2 (see text).

ection, we describe the selection criteria for photons included in our dataset. The

omprised of Pass 6 DATACLEAN [8, 16] photons from
theB.energy
4.8 to Response Functions
202
Linerange
Instrument

nd the ROI |b| > 10 plus a 20 ⇥ 20 square centered at the GC. We exclude
J. Siegal-Gaskins
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Constraints from line search
Annihilation cross-section constraints

Ackermann et al. [Fermi LAT Collaboration], accepted to PRD

•

non-detection places limits on
annihilation cross section or decay
lifetime to 𝛄𝛄 and Z𝛄

•

these limits not in strong tension with
signal claims

•

more data and analyses are needed!

Decay lifetime constraints

Identification of 95%
Dark Matter,
Chicago,
July 24,section
2012
FIG. 15. Top row: Dark matter annihilation
CL
cross
upper limits into

J. Siegal-Gaskins

(left) and

13

Search for gamma rays from dwarf galaxies

•
•
•
J. Siegal-Gaskins

there are roughly two dozen known dwarf spheroidal galaxies (dSphs) of the Milky Way
some of the most dark-matter--dominated objects in the Universe
no non-DM astrophysical gamma-ray production expected
Identification of Dark Matter, Chicago, July 24, 2012
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cludes Segue 1 and Ursa Major II, two ultrafaint satellites
with small kinematic data sets and relatively large uncer-

DM limits from combined analysis of dSphs
Joint likelihood analysis of
Fermi LAT data:

•
•

10 dwarf galaxy targets

•
•

4 annihilation channels

2 years data, energy
range: 200 MeV - 100
GeV, P6_V3_diffuse
incorporates statistical
uncertainties in the solidangle-integrated “Jfactor”
( = “astrophysical factor”
in the predicted signal,
set by the dark matter
distribution)

(see also Alex GeringerSameth’s and Ilias Cholis’ talks
on Thursday!)

M. Ackermann et al. [Fermi LAT Collaboration],
PRL 107, 241302 (2011)

FIG. 1 (color online). Derived 95% C.L. upper limits on a

J. Siegal-Gaskins

see also: Geringer-Sameth & Koushiappas, PRL 107, 241303 (2011);
Cholis & Salucci, arXiv:1203.2954
Identification of Dark Matter, Chicago, July 24, 2012
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nt satellites
arge uncer-

In conclusion, we have presented a new analysis of the
Fermi-LAT data that for the first time combines multiple

DM limits from combined analysis of dSphs

limits on a
Sphs and for
the bb" final
cmJ.3Siegal-Gaskins
s&1 for a

M. Ackermann et al. [Fermi LAT Collaboration],
PRL 107, 241302 (2011)

FIG. 2. Derived 95% C.L. upper limits on a WIMP annihila& channel, the
tion results
cross section
bb" channel,
the "þ "relic
exclude for
the the
canonical
WIMP thermal
cross-section
þ W & channel.
channel,
and
the
W
The most
generic
cross
#þ #&for
annihilation to bb̄ or 𝜏+𝜏- for masses
below
~ 30 GeV
3 &1
s offor
a purely
s-wave
cross section)
section ($ 3 ' 10&26 cm
Identification
Dark Matter,
Chicago, July 24,
2012
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Future prospects for dwarf spheroidals

future DM limits from
dSph projected to
improve due to:

•

increased
observation time

•

discovery of new
dwarfs

PRELIMINARY

J. Siegal-Gaskins
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Gamma-ray anisotropies from dark matter
gamma rays from DM annihilation and decay in Galactic and
extragalactic dark matter structures could imprint small
angular scale fluctuations in the diffuse gamma-ray background

Gamma rays from Galactic DM

-14
-9
-12
-7
30
-2 -1
-1
Log10( Intensity / K [10 cm s sr ] )

before accounting for instrument PSF

-7
-12
30
-2 -1
-1
Log10( Intensity / K [10 cm s sr ] )

after convolving with 0.1° beam
JSG, JCAP 10(2008)040

J. Siegal-Gaskins
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Anisotropy constraints on dark matter
Fluctuation anisotropy energy spectrum

[sr]

angular power measurement constrains contribution of
individual source classes, including DM, to the IGRB intensity

CP / I

•

2.0•10

(see Alessandro Cuoco’s and
German Gomez-Vargas’ talks
on Friday!)

5

1.5•10

5

1.0•10

5

5.0•10

6

DATA
DATA:CLEANED

2

•

small angular scale IGRB anisotropy measured for the first
time with the Fermi LAT

0
5.0•10

6

1

10
Energy [GeV]

22
Ackermann et al. [Fermi LAT Collaboration] 2012
(to appear in PRD)

TABLE V: Maximum fractional contribution of various source populations to the IGRB intensity that is compatible with
the best-fit constant value of the measured fluctuation angular power in all energy bins, !CP /!I"2 " = 9.05 × 10−6 sr for the
best-fit
angular power (l ≳data
150)analysis.
measured
in
default data analysisConstraints
or !CP /!I"2 "from
= 6.94
× 10−6constant
sr for thefluctuation
Galactic-foreground–cleaned
Indicative
values for the
2
the data
data
fluctuation angular power C! /!I" of each source
classand
are foreground-cleaned
taken from existing literature
(see text for details) and evaluated at
! = 100.
Source class
Blazars
Star-forming galaxies
Extragalactic dark matter annihilation
Galactic dark matter annihilation
Millisecond pulsars
J. Siegal-Gaskins

−9

Predicted C100 /!I"2
[sr]
2 × 10−4
2 × 10−7
1 × 10−5
5 × 10−5
3 × 10−2

Maximum fraction of IGRB intensity
DATA
DATA:CLEANED
21%
19%
100%
100%
95%
83%
43%
37%
1.7%
1.5%

Identification of Dark Matter, Chicago, July 24, 2012
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Solar CREs from DM annihilation

e

•

e

Φ

Φ

e

•

0-7998=
2010=82(11)=115012(6)
J. Siegal-Gaskins

e

e

115012-1
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! 2010 The America

Fermi LAT search for CREs from the Sun
•

~106 CRE events (E > 60 GeV),
from 1st year of operation

•

analysis performed in ecliptic
coordinates, in reference frame
centered on the Sun

•

search for a flux excess correlated
with Sun’s direction yielded no
significant detection, flux upper
limits placed
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= 120 keV (green, dashed) and a
corresponding to the
lower 90% confidence limit of the DAMA/LIBRA signal. The
XENON100 observed spectrum is shown in red. Vertical dotted lines show the analysis energy interval.

Complementarity with direct searches

Signal and exclusion regions for direct detection
experiments at 90% CL (for δ = 120 keV)

Parameter space above curves excluded at 95%
CL for CRE final state by Fermi LAT CRE analysis
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FIG. 2: DAMA/LIBRA 90% confidence level signal region for
= 120 keV (gray region). Superimposed are the 90% confidence level exclusion curves for XENON100 (black, solid),
CDMS [14] (red, dashed) and ZEPLIN-III [15] (blue, dashdotted). The whole DAMA/LIBRA WIMP region is excluded
by XENON100.
tests for a unique astrophysical signal arising from specific dark

Fermi solar CRE constraints are competitive with
and complementary to direct detection results

•
•

matter models
different sources of uncertainties make solar CRE limits a valuable
cross-check
DAMA/LIBRA data for all points in the -M space
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Summary

J. Siegal-Gaskins

•

new constraints on dark matter models have been obtained from null
searches for indirect dark matter signals in Fermi LAT data using a variety
of targets

•

searches for dark matter signatures in gamma rays from the Milky Way
halo and dwarf galaxies exclude canonical thermal relic dark matter
annihilation cross-sections for masses less than a few tens of GeV for
some channels

•

Fermi LAT CRE data provide a valuable probe of dark matter models; for
some models LAT CRE analysis can provide complementary constraints
to those from direct detection experiments

•

current searches are already testing canonical WIMP dark matter models;
there is great potential for discovery in future dark matter searches with
the Fermi LAT!

•

LAT data are public!!! Please (continue to) use them!!!
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